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JARUS Guidance Material (GM) to JARUS Recommendation “UAS RPC CAT A AND CAT B Regarding Recognised Assessment Entity (RAE)” now available!

JARUS is pleased to announce to the RPAS Community that the Members approved the publication of the deliverable JARUS GM “UAS RPC CAT A AND CAT B Regarding Recognised Assessment Entity (RAE)” on the JARUS Website at http://jarus-rpas.org/publications.

This document provides JARUS guidance material (GM) on the qualification for an entity that a competent authority may recognise as a provider for theoretical knowledge examination and practical skill assessment. This recognised assessment entity (RAE) can be any natural or legal person (e.g. training organisation, educational institution or UAS operator) as deemed acceptable by the competent authority.

The assessment for remote pilots in Category C (Certified) is outside the scope of this GM.

This is another significant JARUS milestone thanks to the contributions of our member countries and Working Group 1 experts (Flight Crew Licensing).

Feel free to forward this message to anyone interested in the new JARUS deliverable.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note to editors

JARUS is a group of experts from 61 National Aviation Authorities (NAAs) and regional aviation safety organizations, as well as EASA and EUROCONTROL.

JARUS aims to recommend a single set of technical, safety and operational requirements for the certification and the safe integration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in airspace and at aerodrome. Seven Working Groups provide guidance material and recommendations to facilitate national aviation authorities to develop their own requirements and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.

For further information:

JARUS Secretariat
Website: http://jarus-rpas.org
E-mail: contact@jarus-rpas.org
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